VAMOS TODOS A BELÉN
(Let Us All Go to Bethlehem)
Words by CATHRYNE E. PARKS
Music by GARY E. PARKS
Spirited (\( \dot{\lambda} = \text{ca. 138} \))

Vamos todos a Belén. (\( \text{Vah-mohs toh-dohehs ah Beh-lehn.} \) = Let us all go to Bethlehem.
Se vamos rápidamente. (\( \text{Seh vah-mohs rah-pie-dee-mahn-teh.} \) = Let us go quickly.
Vámonos a Belén (\( \text{Vah-moh-nohs ah Beh-lehn.} \) = Let us leave for Bethlehem.

PERFORMANCE SUGGESTION: Layer rhythmic ostinati played on authentic percussion instruments.

To purchase a full-length performance recording of this piece, go to alfred.com/downloads
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Why don't you come with us today, on a journey? We are on our way to see the babe in Bethlehem. ¡Vamos todos a Be...
Among the cattle lay the babe, in a manger, on a bed of hay. A wonderful thing in Bethlehem! ¡Vamos todos a Belén!
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Se vamos rápidamente. ¡Vámonos a Belén!

Se vamos piadamente. ¡Vámonos!
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